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Abstract
We present a method for generating linearized images
that consist of only diffuse reflection from images taken
under near point light sources.Previous photometriclinearization method cannot work under near point light
sources,since it assumes parallel light. For satisfying
this assumption,our method utilizes a photometric linearization method bydividing images into small regions.
It also selects linearization coefficients from regions.Experimental results show that the proposed method can
generate accurate linearized images even if images are
obtained under near point light sources,and show that the
method can correctlyclassifies the photometricfactors.

1 Introduction
The generation ofimages without specul
ar refl
ection
and shadows from realimages is oneofthecommon topics in computer graphics and object recognition.For this
purpose, methods for cl
assifyingphotometricfactors such
as specular refl
ection, diffuserefl
ection, attached shadows
and cast shadows (Figure1), havebeen proposed.
For exampl
e, Umeyama et al
.[7]separate diffuse and
specular components of surface refl
ection as two independent components by appl
yingIndependent Component
Anal
ysis to the images observed through a pol
arizer of
different orientations. Swaminathan et al
. [6] cl
assify
specul
ar refl
ection regions on thebasis ofepipol
ar pl
ane
images (EPI)obtained from a moving camera.Ikeuchi et
al
.[2]cl
assify diffuse refl
ection, specul
ar refl
ection, and
shadows using thesubject’s three-dimensionalshapedata
obtained by a rangefinder.
M ukaigawa et al
.[4], meanwhil
e, proposea photometric l
inearization (PL)method.This method can generate
l
inearized images that consist ofonl
y diffuserefl
ection by
appl
ying therandom sampl
econsensus (RANSAC)al
gorithm [1]to realimages containing shadows and specul
ar
refl
ection. And using the PL method, Ishii et al
.[3],
cl
assify diffuse refl
ection, specul
ar refl
ection, attached
shadows, and cast shadows (Figure1).
ThePL method uses severalintensity images obtained
under different l
ightingcondition.So theadvantageofthe
PL method is that compl
ex equipment such as pol
arizing
fil
ters and rangefinders is unnecessary.
Theprevious PL method, however, assumethat thel
ight
sourceis paral
l
ell
ight, which means a point l
ight sourceat
infinity.In other words, this method can beused onl
y in
outdoor environments for which a paral
l
ell
ight sourcecan
beassumed.Therefore, it is difficul
t to appl
y PL method
to generall
ightingenvironment.
Weproposea new method for appl
ying PL method [1]
to more generallighting environment having near point
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Figure1:Various photometricfactors
l
ight sources.For achieving this goal
, our method first
divides images into smal
lregions.Second, it sel
ects the
position and sizeofregions, and third, choices sets ofl
inearization coefficients from theregions, to obtain accurate
l
inearized images.

2 Photometric Linearization under Near
Point Light Sources
2.
1 Issuesin PL method bydividingimagesinto
smallregions
Theprevious PL method requires thefol
l
owingpreconditions.
Precondition 1:Thel
ight sourceis a point l
ight source
at infinity.
Precondition 2:Each imagemust incl
udeat l
east three
diffusepixel
s with different normal
.
Precondition 3:Diffuserefl
ection is dominant in each
image.
Ifthedistancebetween thel
ight sources and al
lpoints
on obj
ects in proj
ected area in image is approximately
constant, and ifthedistanceis sufficientl
yl
onger than the
area size, precondition 1is satisfied.Therefore, wedivide
images into smal
lregions and perform l
inearization processing for each region. A smal
l region subjected to
linearization processing is called a “process region.
” Although precondition 1 becomes satisfied as the process
region becomes smal
l
er, preconditions 2 and 3 wil
lbe
viol
ated.This is the reason why the smal
l
er the size of
process region is, thel
ess thenumber ofthediffusepixel
s
with different normalis.
To overcome above probl
em, we investigate the fol
l
owingtwo techniques.
Adaptive window (position and size): Ifthe position
and size ofprocess region are not optimal
, preconditions 2 and 3 might be viol
ated.We therefore search
an optimalprocess region from multipl
esets ofprocess region with different position and size.
Propagation of l
inearization coefficients: Even if we

select the position and size of process region by the
above technique, preconditions 2 and 3 might be violated. To overcome above problem, we select sets of
linearization coefficients from neighboring regions.

2.2 Adaptive window
We search for optimal dividing of process regions with
varying their positions and sizes.
Figure 2 shows an image of a spherical obj
ect placed on
a plane. Broken lines in Figures 2(a) and (b) show how
process regions can be positioned differently. We examine
Point A contained by process regions both R1 and R2. To
this case, region R1 includes only the plane and consequently fails to satisfy Precondition 2. Region R2, on the
other hand, also includes part of the sphere, and therefore
satisfies Precondition 2 and Precondition 3. As a result, a
base image can be generated at region R2 but not at region
R1.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: Selecting the position of process region

ferent positions and sizes.
2) Linearize each image at process region and generate
one set of three base images on the region by PL method
[1].
3) Select the most correct base image for each base region using QTR, and combine those base images to obtain
base images IB1, IB2, and IB3.
(2)Linearization ofinput image
1) Divide input image Ik into process regions.
2) At each process region, determine the coefficients ck
of each input images by Eq. (1).

I k = c 1k I 1B + c k2 I 2B + c k3 I 3B .

(1)
Then, the linear combination of ck and previously determined base images IB1, IB2 and IB3 gives linearized
image ILk of input image Ik for each process region.
3) Select a set of linearization coefficients from the
eight neighborings at the region for which no linearization
coefficient set ck is found, and generate a linearized image
for each process region.
4) Repeat steps 1) to 3) for each of the remaining input
images.
(3)Cl
assification ofphotometric factors
We can now classify photometric factors by comparing
a linearized image with its corresponding input image
using the classification criteria of Eq. (2).
Region( k , p ) =

We determine multiple sets of base image candidates
while changing the position and size of process region as
in Figures 2(a) and (b). Then, as shown by solid lines in
Figure 2(c), we further divide the process regions to obtain the base regions. For each of these base regions, we
select an optimal base image from the candidates obtained
above.
At this time, some kind of criterion is needed to determine which base image candidate is suitable for each base
region. A typical approach is to measure the similarity
between a base image candidate and the corresponding
input image. However, input images for the PL method are
obtained under different lighting condition. Therefore, to
provide a criterion robust against changes in lighting, we
adapt the similarity of Qualitative Trinary Representation
(QTR) [3]based on the difference in intensities of adjacent pixels.
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where, D, S, A, C, and U denote diffuse reflection,
specular reflection, attached shadow, cast shadow, and
undefined region respectively. The notation i(k,p) means the
intensity of pixel p in the k-th input image and iL(k,p)
means the intensity of that pixel after linearization. T and
Ts denote threshold values in relation to diffuse components and shadow regions, respectively.

3 ExperimentalResults

2.3 Propagation oflinearization coefficients
The set of linearization coefficients of a process region
has a correlation with those of neighboring, because they
contain information on light source location. Accordingly,
when a process region violates preconditions, it can be
used the set of linearization coefficients of a neighboring
region.
Note that in the event that no set of linearization coefficients was found for a process region, we select the
linearization coefficients from eight neighboring regions.
We then select the set that provides the most similar intensity to neighboring regions at the boundary pixels.

2.4 Processflow
We classify photometric factors with three steps, as
shown in Figure 3.
(1)Generatingbase images
1) Divide all input images into process regions of dif-
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3.1 Effectivenessofproposed method
We conducted a simulation to examine the effectiveness
of the proposed method. At first, we used computer-generated images illuminated by a near point light
source. In this experiment, four hemispheres of radius 100
mm with specular components were placed on a flat surface having no specular reflection. A 640x480-pixel
camera with a horizontal view angle of 56ºwas placed at
500 mm far from obj
ects. The size of each process region
was 80x80 pixels, which corresponds to a 5ºfield of view.
For this experiment, we divided input images into
process regions in 16 ways. Those positions were shifted
20 pixels each for X-axis and Y-axis. In general, the optimal size of a process region depends on the distance
between the light source and object, which means that
process region size should be varied adaptively. However,
supposing that distance between the light sources and all

Figure 3: Process flow
Figure 7shows the results of processing another type of
input image (cup). These results show that the proposed
method is effective even for a more complex object.

points on the objects in one process region is approximately constant, a uniform process region size is
acceptable. For this reason, we made no change to process
region size in the experiment.
We took 24 images (examples of which are shown in
Figures 4(a)-9(a)) with varying the distance between the
light source and the objects from 600 to 1200 mm. We
generated linearized images and classified photometric
factors by both the proposed method and the previous
method [1].
In Figure 4, images (b) and (c) show the base images
generated by each method. In Figures 5 and 6, image (b)
show the linearized image generated by each method;images (c)-(g) show each of the classified photometric
factors;and image (h) shows regions where classification
failed. Figure 6 results that the proposed method is essentially successful in classifying specular reflection, diffuse
reflection, attached shadow, and cast shadow except for
boundary areas. On the other hand, the previous method
classifies diffuse reflection as specular reflection over a
wide area in Figures 5(c) and (d). Further, comparing result between Figures 5(h) and 6(h) denotes that the
proposed method exhibits smaller error at boundary of
photometric factors, but better than the previous method.
Incidentally the proposed method fails to generate a
linearized image in the upper-right area of the lower-left
hemisphere where shadows dominate of the input images
in Figure 6(b). These results indicate that if areas dominated by shadows exist in multiple input images and if
Precondition 2 and Precondition 3 are not satisfied over a
wide area, the accuracy of the proposed method degrades.
Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of classifying photometric factors for all 24 input images. In this case,
“classification accuracy” means percentage of successfully classified pixels out of all pixels in input images.
These results show that the proposed method decrease the
classification error from 20% to 6% under conditions of
near point light sources.

3.2 Effectiveness of the adaptive window
To evaluate of effectiveness of the adaptive window of
process regions, we conducted the same experiment using
a method that does not perform such adaptive window.
This method divided input images into fixed process regions, performs processing on each of those regions, and
selects the set of linearization coefficients. Figure 8 shows
the result. Note that the method fails to generate linearized
images in process regions dominated by specular reflection and shadows. And comparing these results with those
of Figure 6 shows that the proposed method decreases the
influence of this problem and generates accurate sets of
linearization coefficients by generating process regions
dominated by diffuse reflection by varying the position
and size of process regions.

3.3 Experiment on real image
Figure 9 shows an example of classifying photometric
factors after applying the process to real images. We used
30 real images of a diffuse-reflection sphere. These results
show that the proposed method is more accurate than the
previous method in classifying photometric factors even in
real images.
Table 1: Experimental results
Previous
Proposed
M ethod [1]
M ethod
No. of successfully
5911383
6965794
classified pixels
No. of unsuccessfully
1461417
407006
classified pixels
Classification accuracy
80%
94%
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(a) Input image

(b) Previous method

(c) Proposed method

Figure 4: Base images

(a) Input image

(e) Attached shadow

(a) Input image

(e) Attached shadow
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(b) Linearized image

(c) Diffuse reflection

(d) Specular reflection

(f) Cast shadow
(g) Undefined
(h) Unsuccessfully classified areas
Figure 5: Classifying photometric factors by previous method

(b) Linearized image

(c) Diffuse reflection

(d) Specular reflection

(f) Cast shadow
(g) Undefined
(h) Unsuccessfully classified areas
Figure 6: Classifying photometric factors by proposed method
near point light sources. Further, we showed that the proposed method is effective for real images.

Conclusion
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